
herewith is the course syllabus for graphic design five forty two, also known as the graduate 
seminar entitled design as a cultural artifact. course period is the fall semester two thousand 
and seven of the common era. will temple is the instructor. the instrictor may be found in his 
office for consultation on fridays from twelve noon to one thirty post meridian. his office 

number is three sixteen b brooks hall. his phone number is 513-2909 and his email address is 
will underscore temple at ncsu dot edu.

{ image here }

{{ the course description }}
this course will approach the problem of graphic design using theories of visual 
culture. readings will gloss a vast terrain of ideas pertaining to the production, 
distribution and reception of visual artifacts. class discussion and writing 
assignments will situate ideas in relation to graduate studio production, thesis 

research and the heterogeneous field of visual media practice. 

{{ the course objectives }}
develop and apply a vocabulary for visual cultural analysis and interpretation
gain an introductory exposure to cultural studies literature (for thesis prep.)

establish a basic knowledge of the theories of visual culture
develop analytical and critical writing skills

position personal practice as cultural practice through writing

{ course readings }
textbook: practices of looking: an introduction to visual culture 

(available at bookstore and on reserve)
book chapters and articles: see syllabus for titles

(available on reserve either as a xerox or flagged in an anthology)

{{ course structure }}
i. textbook study questions

ii. article responses 
iii. term talks

iv. weekly quizzes
v. seminar paper

i. responses to textbook study questions
write responses to the study questions for each week (see below). hand in your 
responses in hard copy at the class session where that reading will be discussed. 

please include your name and a title: “reponses to chapter 4 study questions.”



ii. summary of and responses to articles & keywords
in addition to the textbook, you will be reading one article each week (most are 
cited as “further reading” at the end of each chapter). read the article assigned 
to you (randomly by number, two students per article) and write a summary 
and response to it (2 pages, about 500 words). minimally, i would like the two 
students assigned the article to discuss it once outside of class and generate the 
summary together. it is up to you both whether you write a response together or 

separately. include a list of key terms used in the essay.

[ what i am looking for ]
a summary provides a brief overview of the author’s argument, noting their 
thesis and the evidence they use to substantiate it. the response is your/you alls 
interpretation of the article. this could include, for example, an outline of the 
specific points in the article that were informative to you, how its content has 
influenced your ways of thinking about visual culture, its perceived relevance 
to understanding graphic design’s cultural significance, its import in your own 
work/research, and or critical commentary on the author’s point. include the 
title of the article, a list of keywords and your names. post your response to the 

course web log and hand in a hard copy each week in class.

format for responses
i. title of article

ii. keywords (at least 5)
iii. summary
iv. response

v. names of students

you are not required to write a response to an article in a week you are 
assigned a term talk.

iii. term talks
each week, instead of reading an article, one team of students will present a 
term talk. a term talk is a short (10-15 min) presentation on a key term from 

the chapter. the phenomena you choose to discuss could be anything - an 
artifact, group of artifacts, an event or circumstance, a group, belief system, 
etc. your objective is to understand the term in your own words (enough to 
explain to your peers) and to choose effective material for illustrating it. 

any and all attentions to engaging your audience are encouraged, especially 
when subject matter is dense. the point of the talk is to practice employing the 
term in the observation of cultural phenomena and use it to ground one’s own 

cultural agency(teaching, research, practice).

iv. quizzes
because we will be covering a lot of terms in the course, i need some means to make 
sure you are making an effort to memorize them. the quizzes are this measure. 
occasionaly i will present a collection of objects and images and ask you to use 
your understanding of terms to reflect upon them. these will be “closed book” 

and timed. flashcards are a great way to memorize terms.



v. seminar paper
on the last day of class, you will hand in a revised version of a seminar paper. a 
seminar paper is the end result of focused investigation of a topic through the 
duration of the seminar. over the course of the semester, you will hand in the 

following pieces (on dates noted) as stages in the development of your paper.

1. list of proposed topics and partial bibliography (7 sep)
2. final topic and complete bibliography (21 sep)

3. draft of outline (28 sep)
4. final outline of paper (19 oct)

5 draft of paper with citations and bibliography (16 nov)
6. final paper (7 dec)

{ percentage distribution of final grade }
textbook study questions  & article responses are thirty percent

class participation and term talks are thirty percent
seminar paper  is thirty percent 

quizzes are ten percent

{ attendance and punctuality }
attendance and punctuality are mandatory. absences (not formally excused ahead of time)  
require some form of written documentation substantiating that the absence was necessary. a 
sign-in sheet will be distributed at the beginning of each class session. students who make a 
habit of arriving to class late will receive one warning and thereafter will be marked absent, 
regardless of the degree of their tardiness. if late to class, it is a student’s responsibility to 
notify me of their arrival at the end of that class period and to provide an excuse at that time. 

please let me know if you need to leave class early. 

[ the absence schedule ]
late to class and unexcused three times = one unexcused absence

two unexcused absences = no penalty
third unexcused absences = final grade will be reduced one whole letter grade

fourth unexcused absence = fail course

{ general expectations }
come to class on time, be prepared for each session and be an active participant. ask questions 
and meet all dealines. please read and refer to all course handouts. please phone or email me 

with questions or concerns and to set up an appointment to discuss coursework.

{ students with disabilities }
reasonable accommodations will be made for students with verifiable disabilities. in order to 
take advantage of available accommodations, students must register with disability services for 
students at 1900 student health center, campus box 7509, 515-7653. for more information on nc 
state’s policy on working with students with disabilities, please see the academic accommodations 

for students with disabilities regulation (reg02.20.1). 



week one - August 24
Introductions
General Themes and Issues
Go over Syllabus and Seminar Structure

week two - August 31
due:  Chapter 1 “The Work of Representation” pages 13-74 from
	 Representation:	Cultural	Representations	and	Signifying	Practices
 In lieu of Study Questions, complete “Readings” A-F in the chapter 
session: Quiz 1 and class discussion on reading

week three - September 7
due: List of proposed topics and partial bibliography
 Introduction & Chapter 1 ALL
session: Quiz 2, Term Talk on “Ideology” and class discussion on reading

articles
1. Barthes, Roland “Rhetoric of the Image”
2. Berger, Ways of Seeing, two written essays per student
3. Burgin, Victor, “Looking at Photographs”
4. Giroux, Henry, “Consuming Social Change: The United Colors of Benetton”
5. Sekula, Allan “On the Invention of Photographic Meaning”

terms
Means of production
Representation
Mimesis
Social Constructionist (vs. Essentialist)
Black-boxed
Denotative & Connotative
Semiotics
Photographic Truth
Myth (Barthes)
Ideology
Code
Appropriation
Icon
Overdetermination

week four - September 14
due: Textbook: Chapter 2
session: Quiz 3, Term Talk on “Appropriation” and class discussion on reading

articles
1. Althusser, Louis Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses
2. Hall, Stuart “Encoding, Decoding”
3. Lipsitz, George “Cruising around the Historical Bloc”
4. Frank, Thomas “The Conquest of Cool: Business Culture, Counterculture and the Rise of Hip Consumerism”
5. Hall, Stuart “The Problem of Ideology: Marxism Without Guarantees

terms
Text
Aesthetics
Taste
Connoisseurship
Habitus
High and low culture
False consciousness
Interpellation
Hegemony/Counter-hegemonic



Appropriation
Subculture
“Textual Poaching”
Cool
Trans-coding

Term Talk: Transcoding

week five
September 21
due: Final Topic and complete bibliography
 Textbook: Chapter 3
session: Quiz 4, Term Talk on “Orientalism” and class discussion on textbook reading

articles
1. Hooks, bell “The Oppositional Gaze”
2. Phillips, Sandra “Identifying the Criminal”
3. Arbuthnot and Seneca “Pre-text and Text in Gentleman Prefer Blondes”
4. Green, David “Classified Subjects: Photography and Anthropology: The Technology of Power”
5. Williamson, Judith “Woman is an Island: Femininity and Colonialism”

terms
Spectatorship
The Subject
Psychoanalysis
Alienation
Cinematic Apparatus
Mirror Phase
The Gaze
Male Gaze
Discourse
Panopticon
Orientalism
Biopower/Power/Knowledge

week six - September 28
due: Draft of Seminar Paper Outline
 Textbook: Chapter 4
session: Quiz 5, Term Talk on “Authenticity” and class discussion on textbook reading

articles
1. Didi-Huberman, Geroges “Photography-Scientific and Pseudo-Scientific”
2. Berger, John “The Moment of Cubism”
3. Ivins, William, Prints and Visual Communication, excerpt
4. Benjamin, Walter “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”
5. Nichols, Bill “The Work of Culture in the Age of Cybernetic Systems”

terms
Objective
Empiricism
Enlightenment
Technological determinism
Avant Garde
Aura
Authenticity
Propaganda
Phenomenology
Peircian semiotics
Virtual



week seven - October 5
due: Textbook: Chapter 5
session: Quiz 6, Term Talk on “Mass Culture” and class discussion on textbook reading

articles
1. Debord, Guy “Separation Perfected” in The Society of the Spectacle
2. Adorno and Horkheimer, “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception”
3. Boddy, William “The Beginnings of American Television”
4. Fraser, Nancy, “Rethinking the Public Sphere”
5. Lazersfeld, Paul and Merton, Robert, “Mass Communication, Popular Taste and Organized Social Action”

terms
Mass Media
Medium
Television flow
Mass Culture
The media
Frankfurt school
Situationist
Public sphere

No Class October 12

week eight - October 19
due: Final Outline of paper
 Textbook: Chapter 6
session: Quiz 7, Term Talk on “Bricolage/Counter-Bricolage” and class discussion on textbook reading

articles
1. Ewen, All Consuming Images, excerpt
2. King, “The Art of Billboard Utilizing”
3. Lears “From Salvation to Self Realization”
4. Lury, “Marking Time with Nike: The Illusion of the Durable”
5. Seiter “Semiotics and Television” 

terms
Abstraction
Capitalism
Flaneur
Commodity Fetishism
Pseudoindividuality
Presumption of relevance
Differentiation
Marked/Unmarked
Otherness
Bricolage/Counter-Bricolage

No Class October 21

week nine -October 26
due: Textbook: Chapter 7
session: Quiz 8, Term Talk on “Simulation/Simulacra” and class discussion on textbook reading

articles
1. Jameson, “Postmodernism and Consumer Society”
2. Habermas, “Modernity—An Unfinished Project”
3. Sischy, “Advertising Taboos: Talking to Luciano Benetton and Oliviero Toscani
4. Baudrillard, “The Ecstasy of Communication”
5. TBD: (From Modernism to Post Modernism: Anthology)



terms
Simulation/Simulacra
Hyperreal
Modernism
Postmodernism
Enlightenment
Alienation
Surrealist
Conceptual Art
Constructivism
Sublime
Cubism
Futurism
Master narratives
Presence
Polysemy
Hypertext
Irony
Parody
Pastiche
Metacommunication

week ten - November 2
due: Textbook: Chapter 8
session: Quiz 8, Term Talk on “Colonialism” and class discussion on textbook reading

articles
1. Taylor, “The Public Fetus and the Family Car: From Abortion Politics to a Volvo Advertisement”
2. Petchesky, “Fetal Images: The Power of Visual Culture in the Politics of Reproduction”
3. Hammonds “New Technologies of Race”
4. Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto”
5. Stabile, “Shooting the Mother: Fetal Photography and the Politics of Disappearance”

terms
Objective
Subjective
Empirical
Positivist
Colonialism
Subject position
Cyborg

week eleven - November 9
due: Textbook: Chapter 9
session: Quiz 10, Term Talk on “Globalization” and class discussion on textbook reading

articles
1. Foster “The Commercial Construction of ‘New Nations’”
2. Yan, “McDonald’s in Beijing: The Localization of Americana”
3. Kaplan, “A World Without Boundaries: The Body Shop’s Trans/National Geographics”
4. Appadurai, “Disjuncture and Differance in the Global Cultural Economy”
5. Jeganathan, “Eelam.com: Place, Nation, and Imagination in Cyberspace”

terms
Globalization
Convergence
Synergy
Global village
Cultural imperialism
Postcolonial



Hybridity
Diaspora

week twelve - November 16
due: Complete Draft of paper with citations and bibliography
 New Media 1 Readings (TBD)
session: class discussion on readings

No Class November 23

week thirteen - November 30
due: New Media 2 Readings (TBD)
session: class discussion on reading 
Final Paper drafts returned

week fourteen - December 7
No Readings or Term Talk
Last day of Class
due: Final Draft of Seminar Paper
session: assorted baked goods



GD 572: General Questions. Provide your own definition for all the terms below.

1. Modernism

2. Postmodernism

3. Representation

4. Constructivism

5. Psychoanalysis



6. The Arts and Crafts Movement

7.  Karl Marx

8. The Avant Garde

9. Empiricism

10. Appropriation


